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We tend to think that rebooting is about computers, the action of switching off and then
starting again. We do this in response to things not working as we want. However, reboot
also means starting in a new and interesting way, discovering different approaches better
suited to the current challenges. In light of a pandemic, saying the last years have been
disruptive to students’ university life would be an understatement. However, these lifedefining moments are learning opportunities that build characters and make people who they
were supposed to be. The works displayed in this exhibition are proof of this cohort’s ability
to rise and respond to such provocations.
In LICA, Design is about the future and our answers to ongoing and forthcoming challenges;
it looks at developing courageous novel approaches to an evolving and unsettled planet.
Design shines in the grey, in the areas of uncertainty, changing practices, and adapting to the
new disruptors that we are constantly encountering. The works exhibited are representative
of the stellar design studio outputs from our graduating cohort. Their designs highlight some
of the most creative, innovative, and thoughtful responses to real-world and future issues,
primarily covering the themes of future cities, future technologies, and interactions. The
artefacts displayed look toward the interaction between physical and digital spheres across
a multitude of contexts strongly influenced by sustainable social and environmental change
and eventualities. The high-quality visualisations and reflective practices presented here
illustrate the design skills and abilities they have gained throughout their programme here at
LICA.
These responses demonstrate the abilities of our Design graduates to reboot their lives,
building on a solid structure of innovative design practices and understanding, to developing
new ways of thinking, working, and living. We wish them all the best in the future stages of
their careers, knowing that they have the foundations to become incredible designers in the
future.
Dr Adrian Gradinar
Lecturer in Smart Home Futures
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Adam Turner
BA Hons Design

As a young person, concerns about the climate,
the health of our planet and quality of life for
future generations is undoubtably something that
concerns me. For this reason, I have taken a keen
interest in sustainable design throughout my time
at Lancaster University.
In my work, I have evaluated the products we use
most commonly in our daily lives and considered
ways they could be improved for the benefit of
the environment. I am most proud of the work I
produced as part of my dissertation project - a
fully compostable alternative to single-use cups.
I designed a cup entirely made from mycelium,
which is a sustainable and biodegradable
alternative to materials currently used.
In other projects I have enjoyed expanding my
knowledge to create different design concepts.
For example, in my third year I designed a
skyscraper which would float along the river
Thames, supplying hydroelectric power to
surrounding areas whilst providing a green space
for residents to enjoy.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adam-turner/
adambradleyturner@hotmail.co.uk

be
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Artem Spivak

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

I have developed several design projects during
my studies at Lancaster. The Urban Acupuncture
project, which was part of the LICA241 Design
Visualisation module, attempted to propose
an intervention to reshape the Post-Covid high
street. During the Covid-19 outbreak, a few issues
in the UK high street were revealed. Among
those was an inefficient use of space. I proposed
combining different venues.
The second LICA241 Design Visualisation project
involved creating images for an app. By taking
inspiration from the theory behind app design,
a compelling visual story could be made. The
‘Hometown’ app aimed to boost communities’
well-being via social interactions between locals
and tourists. There are some little things only
users would know; therefore, giving them a voice
has the potential to bring the best changes.

a.spivak@lancaster.ac.uk
@temaspi, @spivart
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
artem-spivak-264a67117/

The third project was a part of the LICA342
Design Innovation module. The task involved
choosing an emerging innovation in the food
industry and creating speculative artefacts that
would spur conversation about the issue. A few
designs were created to show one of the potential
futures. What if food waste could be used as an
alternative protein source?
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Cyrus Ho

BA Hons Fine Art & Design

Throughout this degree I was able to examine
a lot more aspects of design, from architectural
concepts, sustainable designs, to futuristic
ideations, and grew to enjoy working on different
types of projects. Besides my initial interest
in graphic design, I also like exploring topics
of socio-environmental sustainability, heritage
and refurbishment. Though pursuing a master’s
degree in gallery and museum studies, I would
still like to be able to continue producing designs
on the side in the future.

@chaqpie
linkedin.com/in/cyrus-ho-032528211
cyrusho1110@gmail.com
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Ella Bektas

BA Hons Design

Throughout my design journey at Lancaster, I
have carefully considered my role as a designer in
helping to create futures which are beneficial for
people and the planet. Within the projects I take,
it has been essential that I consider the impact
my work can have and how I can use it to help
create better futures.
My interests are in the connection between
design and technology. This inspired my
dissertation topic, which aimed to investigate
how design can be utilised to contribute to the
democratisation of emerging technologies.
Now that my time at Lancaster has ended, I hope
to further my skillsets by working in the design
and technology industry for my future career
prospects and help create better futures.

www.linkedin.com/in/ella-bektas-2111061a9
ella.jane.bektas@outlook.com
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Ema Kandrava
BA Hons Design

I’ve always felt that design is something that is a
part of our everyday life, be it aesthetics of things
or the way they work. However, design allows
us to think beyond just our lives today. As a vast
discipline, it allows us to not just think about the
present, but also the future. Through it, we can
explore and research themes of sustainability,
technologies, user experience, more-than-human
designs and so much more while trying to find
new solutions and improvements. Therefore,
design is not limited to just one definition. And
just like there are various ways to explain what
design is and represents, I like to explore different
aspects of design, experimenting and diving
deeper into this discipline. By visualising my ideas
and work with fun and bold colours, I aim to bring
a fresh aesthetic and perspective to the future of
design. I aim to address and express the present
and future issues while trying to find possible
solutions. Some of the topics I have addressed
include climate change, sustainability, well-being
of people or future technologies.
@ema_kandrava
ebloomka@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
ema-kandravá-b33b84240/

In the future, I hope to develop the skills I have
acquired while studying at Lancaster University
and use them to help shape and design a better
and brighter future.
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Gaia Khalil Rafea

BA Hons Fine Art & Design

I never truly knew what design was before I
started this course. In these three years, I learned
a lot and have thoroughly enjoyed the process
of designing, from the initial stages of research
and planning to finalising the images aesthetics.
However, from everything I’ve learned, the most
valuable lesson I will take away is the element
of designing to benefit others and the world as
a whole. Design is much more than aesthetics,
it is about dealing with an array of issues and
working towards solving them. Design helps
people and can change the world. Within my own
work, I have focused on improving the quality
of life and I’ve been specifically interested in
discovering methods of fighting climate change.
These images of my work show a concept for a
skyscraper producing ‘rain’ and clean drinking
water out of thin air. Working further in design,
I aspire to progress and make a real change to
humanity and the future of this world.
‘You really can change the world if you care
enough’ - Marian Wright Edelman

@ghayartx
gaiarafea13@gmail.com
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Gracie Broom

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

Studying marketing and design at Lancaster has
helped me develop a strong cognitive association
between the creative and practical skillsets.
My work at Lancaster has covered the areas of
both social and environmental sustainability. A
reoccurring theme within my design has been
the crossover between physical spaces and
digital spheres and the implications these have
on mental health, social interactions, and the
environment. Covering areas from reinventing
Lancaster’s experiential retail systems, ideating
speculative solutions to the areas of textile
pollution and food waste and conceptualising
digital interfaces for apps to improve both mental
wellbeing and environmental understanding.
Going on to study Global Innovation and Design
for my masters I’d like to develop these areas
further through research into communications
and design strategy in the digital sphere with
reference to social media and its relationship with
mental health, as well as the psychological design
implications of digital platforms.
gracie.broom@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
gracie-broom-29852b88/
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Ilektra Giakamozi

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

Through out the span of my degree I
experimented with various forms of Design
occupying areas purposes, such as Comerse,
Technological Advancements, Design thinking,
Ethnography, Design Visualization, Sustainability
etc...
In this I show case the Processes of my
engagement and Thinking behind my Produced
Design Outcomes.
Because of this engagement process, I aim on
using my gained knowledge and skills to follow
a path into using design for comercial purposes
focusing on Design Managment, Creative
Advertising & Communications, Brand Identity
and Brand Strategy.

@so_electra
linkedin.com/in/electra-yakamozi-23b88b1a8/
electrayaka@gmail.com
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Isabella Ashdown

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

The themes of my work focus on the briefs set
within different design modules. The first is an
exploration of a post-Covid high street, which
looks and offers multiple improvements to the
local city of Lancaster to help encourage people
to return, shown through a range of visualisations.
Speculative design formed the foundation for
my second piece of work, where I provided an
emerging innovation to tackle the future food
packaging challenges through a circular design
system which transforms food waste from
Mcdonald’s most popular consumed food into
sustainable packaging. This specific brief allowed
me to focus on my personal interest in creating
sustainable consumption, something I hope to
develop further in the future.
This work, and exhibition, show how design can
be used to tackle future challenges, something
which we need to be proactive in doing.

@isashdown
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/isabella-ashdown
isabellaashdown2000@gmail.com
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Luca D’Angelo
BA Hons Design

When asked the question what is design? It is
challenging to describe it by utilizing only a few
simple words. In my opinion, instead of words,
the answer can be found when we critically
analyze the things that surround us in everyday
life closely. By doing so, I have realized that
everything is design. To me, design is fluidity, is
beyond, is what you see and what the eye cannot
perceive. In these three years, as I approached
design more in-depth, I have come to
comprehend how much power design possesses.
Its capability of being versatile depending on the
task fascinated me. Among all, what I believe can
best describe design is a tool that breaks any
kind of language and age barriers, and its power
can lead to system changes that are urgently
needed in modern societies.

linkedin.com/in/lucadangelo21
lucdang.design@gmail.com
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Megan Turton
BA Hons Design

Throughout my studies I have taken an interest
in sustainable design including health, climate,
and food security. I designed the Agri-Domes
as a resilient sustainable food system within
a city to utilise rooftops, inspired by the Eden
Project’s structure and materials. I have critically
considered how design can best be applied for a
better future, focusing on sustainable cities and
communities for responsible consumption and
production.
Applying theoretical principles has helped
develop my knowledge further, considering areas
of human interaction, technology, management,
and future innovations. Designing speculative
artefacts surrounding the future technology
of bioprinting enabled me to create a fictional
company called MUSCLE INK. Creating
believable artefacts questions the future
implications and challenges of the technology
through design and creativity.

www.linkedin.com/in/megan-turton
megturton@outlook.com
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Nicole Leung
BA Hons Design

Within the years in Lancaster University, the
degree equips me with an all rounded design
knowledge. The course allows me to apply the
knowledge to different aspects in design, opening
more opportunities for future career. Throughout
the course, I am specifically interested in graphic
design, and am capable of applying the technical
skills and knowledge obtained from the course to
pursue my goal of being a graphic designer.

https://ylleung88c5.myportfolio.com/
linkedin.com/in/nicole-leung-2743141a4
nicoleleung202@gmail.com
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Olivia Urbanowicz

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

In response to the design briefs set for my
degree, I aimed to connect my designs to
improving everyday life sustainability in society
as I believe even making small adjustments in our
life’s can help us reach more sustainable futures.
In second year, I designed an app with an
intention to “revive” clothing and helping people
find second-hand stores. ‘Vived’ encourages
shopping sustainably by allowing to collect points
with every purchase to receive offers on future
purchases. Another project was repurposing a
post-Covid Highstreet in Lancaster to encourage
return, I created visualisations transforming it
into a street food social space using revamped
shipping containers. In my final year, speculative
design allowed me to imagine a world where we
must reduce our meat consumption, this led to
designing a rather provocative ration card that
would be imposed on the public to cut down
carbon emissions within the food system.

o.urban99@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/olivia-u
https://ourban.wixsite.com/portfolio

A key learning and skill I’ve learnt from my
degree is design thinking. It now helps me with
creative problem solving and approaching briefs
differently, in a way that seeks to understand the
end user through the product or service designed.
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Puiyan Kwong
BA Hons Design

As a design student, I am glad that the
knowledge I have learned in the three years of
college life is not only a specific field but also
the opportunity to contact different design fields,
from graphic design, 3D design, interface design,
interior design and community environment
design. In the three years of the university course,
different topics and coursework have made me
understand that design is not only a subjective
feeling and aesthetic appearance but also a
measure and consideration of how to display and
operate.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-kwongpy/
spacejenifa@gmail.com
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Sara Nordenstrom

BSc Hons Marketing & Design

Amidst the global pandemic, along with the usual
challenges that come with university, I have found
that the intricacies of design have allowed me
to develop a deep appreciation of beauty which
appears in a human made world. The intricate
and curated delight that design can offer is
something I constantly apply to my work and
hope to embody when I leave Lancaster.
My time studying a combined Marketing
and Design degree has only highlighted the
importance of a holistic understanding of people
and their sometimes contradictory nature.
Throughout my various projects I have applied
design thinking to create efficient and humanfriendly design that focuses on its complex user.

sara@nordenstrom.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sara-nordenstr%C3%B6m-064052149

My modules have also pushed me to speculate
about potential futures and ways visual mediums
can contribute to creative thinking. In my Design
Innovation module, I explored what growing
cultured (lab-grown) meat in the home could look
like. It is these types of projects that make me
confident that I have chosen the right path and
excited to start my career.

Part 2

City Gallery

Startup Pitches

Startups that center around apps use
visualizations to show the app concept
to possible investors. This is key to the
companys survival and growth. These
visualizations are ofter in the form of or
included in presentation slides to offer a
glance at the value that the app brings to
customers.

Explore new worlds o
through your phon

The first visualization shows the inteface
on a phone giving an idea of what it
would look like to be used in real time.
The icon is simple and clearly symbolizes
a castle.

Part 2

Element 1

Repurposing Retail Space

Coworking Space

Covid has shown us that we can
collaborate with others from a distance
but home is not always the ideal work
environment so some will prefer to work
in coworking spaces.
Those who could work from home during
the pandemic are now familiar with tools
to work away from the office and can
therefore do so when it is convenient.
Retail spaces can be turned into ideal
spaces for people to work and share as
they work remotely.

BEFORE

Notes
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Valerie Tse

BA Hons Design

Throughout my years at Lancaster University,
I have had a great opportunity to apply critical
reflections on different aspects of design, such
as culture, health and sustainability. The projects
enabled me adequate knowledge and interest
in different types of design where I can combine
multiple art forms in creating innovative and
unique projects. Completing multiple projects
under four aspects of Design: people, materials,
products, and places, allowed me to develop my
creativity and problem-solving skills. My project
Holomania explored how cultural heritage can be
protected and promoted with the use of digital
technology. In the other project Starry Night, I
attempted to introduce traditional, static artwork
The Starry Night into a moving automaton design.

valerietse.myportfolio.com/
linkedin.com/in/tsevalerie/
valerietsev@gmail.com

My creative projects have prepared me not
only hands-on skills but made me realise my
interest in studies is the exploration of combining
different art forms, and the idea to challenge and
combination of the old and the new: bringing
cultural and social changes with digital and
innovative technology. I also believe the course
has equipped me with adequate knowledge and
analytical skills to be a graphic designer and
visual communicator who seeks to inspire and
aspire in the future.
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